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U Gem is one of just a few known elipsing dwarf novae (e.g. Krzeminski, 1965). Largevariations of the elipse pro�les in quiesene and outburst o�er a unique opportunity tostudy the hanges in the disk and the interation of the disk with the mass stream (brightspot). Here we report an analysis of the R band CCD observations of elipses whihourred during the peak of the outburst. As far as we know, no photometri observationsof elipses of U Gem in the red spetral region during outburst were published previously.The R-�lter CCD images were obtained by Maksutov 180/1000 mm, SBIG ST-6 in theAstronomial Institute in Ond�rejov during the February 2002 outburst and overed threeelipses. The exposure times were 90 and 70 se. The star USNO-A2.0 1050-05472483 wasused as the omparison star while USNO-A2.0 1050-05473287 served as the hek star.The variable, the omparison star and the hek star were plaed on the same image.These CCD data are available at the IBVS website as 5453-t2.txt.The position of our CCD observations is shown in Fig. 1. The one-day means of the vi-sual observations from the AFOEV database (CDS, Strasbourg, Frane) are superimposedand show that the CCD data were obtained during the peak of the outburst.

Figure 1. The pro�le of the February 2002 outburst of U Gem. The empty irles represent theone-day means of the AFOEV visual observations. The vertial lines mark the enters of the series ofthe R band CCD observations.
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Figure 2. The pro�les of the elipses observed in the R band during the top of the February 2002outburst of U Gem. The relative magnitudes for both the variable and the hek star are plotted.

Figure 3. The details of the pro�les of the elipses observed during the February 2002 outburst ofU Gem. The number at eah urve refers to the label in Fig. 2. The smooth urves represent the �ts bythe ode HEC13. The ephemeris of Smak (1993), valid for the moment of the mid-elipse of the brightspot in quiesene, was used.
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The pro�les of the elipses observed in the R band are shown in Fig. 2. The �rstelipse might our during the very late rise to the outburst maximum beause a trendof an inreasing brightness is superposed. The depth of the elipses is very small, ofthe order of 0.05 mag(R). The light urves were therefore smoothed by the ode HEC13,written by Dr. P. Harmane and based on the method of Vondr�ak (1969 and 1977). Thismethod an �t a smooth urve to a ompliated ourse of the data. The desending andasending branhes of elipses 1 and 3 were �tted separately.The �ts to the pro�les of the individual elipses are shown in detail in Fig. 3. Theorbital phases were alulated aording to the ephemeris of Smak (1993):Tmin = 2437 638:82627 + 0:1769061898 E, whih is valid for the moment of the mid-elipse of the bright spot in quiesene.We determined the timings of the three elipses by the method of bisetors to take theasymmetry of the pro�les into aount. The minima determined from the observed andsmooth urves, representing mainly the middle part of the elipse depth, were in goodagreement. A di�erene of approx. �0:005 days was found only for the �rst elipse. Thevalues of O � C in Table 1 were alulated using the ephemeris of Smak (1993).Table 1. Minima timings of U Gem determined from the smooth urvesJD Epoh O � C (days)2452321.3327 82996 0.00032452321.5097 82997 0.00042452322.3960 83002 0.0022
In quiesene, the deep, narrow elipse of U Gem with a steep ingress and egress(Krzeminski, 1965) is aused by an oultation of the bright spot by the seondary starwhile the white dwarf and the inner disk region are not elipsed (Warner and Nather,1971). On the ontrary, the pro�les of the elipses obtained at the peak of the 2002outburst in the R band appear to be very broad, often with extended wings. In addition,there is no sign of a bump harateristi for the interval of the best visibility of the brightspot, whih is very prominent in quiesene. This behaviour bears some resemblane tothat observed in the V band by Naylor and la Dous (1997) during the 1995 April outburst.Fig. 3 shows that the full width of elipse an be as large as 0.2 phases. The very broadwings of the elipses are harateristi for an elipse of an expanded, highly brightenedaretion disk. Nevertheless, the phases of mid-elipse (Table 1) are lose to the phaseof the elipse of the spot, not of a disk. The moment of the superior onjuntion of thewhite dwarf in U Gem (i.e. when the mid-elipse of the disk should our) advanesthe moment of the mid-elipse of the bright spot by 0:025 � 0:005 phase in quiesene(Smak, 2001). The moment of minimum ours earlier during outburst than in quiesene(Krzeminski, 1965). However, our observations show that the minima during outburstour systematially later than suggested by the ephemeris of Smak (1993), and later thanthe ourse of the O�C values in his Fig. 1. This an be explained by a reent inrease ofthe period length Porb. We note that the minima observed by Naylor and la Dous (1997),when realulated aording to the ephemeris of Smak (1993), have negative O � C'sduring the 1995 April outburst and O�C � 0:0012 day in the 1996 February quiesene.Signi�ant yle-to-yle hanges of the modulation, mainly the slope of the asendingbranhes of the onseutive elipses 1 and 2 and a sharper bottom part of elipse 2, weredeteted. A similar asymmetry is apparent also in one night of the 1995 April outburst(Naylor and la Dous, 1997). Small hanges of the disk pro�le an give rise to the asym-
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metry of a grazing elipse. A omparison with the in-outburst Doppler tomography ofHe II �4686 (Groot, 2001) reveals that the part of the disk on whih a spiral shok armis developing lies between the white dwarf and the observer between phases � 0:0� 0:15.Large hanges of the pro�le of the disk, onneted with a non-uniform brightness distribu-tion, may our there. Another possibility ould be a deformation of the disk around theimpat of the stream (emerging from elipse), aused by an inrease of the mass outowfrom the donor star due to an irradiation during outburst (Smak, 1995). Nevertheless,the spiral arms are a more likely explanation beause they appear sooner than the heatingof the donor (Fig. 2 in Groot, 2001). Variable, vertially extended strutures of unlearorigin are really known to be present in U Gem and to give rise to the X-ray dips at phases0.15 and 0.7 (Mason et al., 1988) and UV dips at phase 0.1 (Naylor and la Dous, 1997).The spiral struture of the disk may be the ommon ause of the variations observed invarious spetral regions during outburst but simultaneous multiwavelength observationsare highly desired in this respet.
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